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Curriculum Sample 
Learning Stories 

“ Looking at what the 
children and I achieved,… 
I was proud of us. I knew 
the children’s play in this 
experience was important; 
the curriculum framework 
gave the experience so 
much value; every child  
was achieving at their  
own level.” 

– Brittany, ELCC Educator

“ The curriculum goals have 
really helped to “label” what 
I am already seeing the 
children doing and it has 
helped me to see where I 
could go next. I also feel 
that it has highlighted to 
families the importance of 
play as I am able to provide 
them with professional 
language to help explain 
their children’s learning.” 

– Katie, ELCC Educator

Sincere appreciation is extended to the 
educators, children, and families who 
contributed to the collection of curriculum 
sample learning stories. Your willingness to 
engage with us in this curriculum development 
work has helped to bring to life and illustrate 
a practice of relationships. The children’s play 
and exploration has helped us to document 
and make visible educator decision-making for 
others to see.
Our work to develop a ‘made-in Alberta’ early learning and child care 
curriculum framework took us from our office spaces into early learning 
and child care playrooms to document educators in three centre-based 
child care programs, and one family day home setting. The following 
curriculum sample learning stories document educators within the 
context of their everyday work with children and are intended only as  
a beginning. As curriculum framework meaning making takes shape in 
your programs, we anticipate that you will develop your own curriculum 
learning stories. 

Each of the following stories reflects an individual educator’s curriculum 
meaning making, one of many possible interpretations. The intention of 
documenting the educators was to highlight the curriculum decisions 
already taking place and the curriculum already embedded in children’s 
early learning and child care experiences. The following learning story 
structure was adopted for the purpose of the curriculum framework. 
The structure includes a narrative about everyday child care experiences, 
curriculum meaning making and curriculum connections and reflections. 

Each story begins by describing an everyday experience involving 
educators and children in early learning and child care programs  
in Alberta. The documentation process created an opportunity to talk  
with educators about their curriculum decisions underling their practice 
with children. 



3Introduction

“�I�often�worry�that�as�a�
single mother on a budget, 
I won’t be able to supply 
the children with all the 
materials and equipment 
that I want to supply to 
them as a caregiver.  
But I am learning that there 
is so much valuable play 
going on right here in my 
backyard with snow, sticks, 
rocks, and leaves!” 

– Sylvie, FDH Provider

These professional dialogues have been retold and included in the 
curriculum sample learning story as Curriculum Meaning Making. 
Repeatedly, the educators demonstrated in the ways that they talked 
about what they knew about each child and how their knowledge 
influenced their decisions and interactions. The purpose of these 
dialogues is to make visible the knowledge and relationships that  
shape educator’s curriculum decisions within the context of their work 
with children. 

The holistic play-based curriculum goals enrich professional dialogue 
and inspire educators in ways that brings value to their work and the 
children’s child care experiences. You will see educators using the 
curriculum goals to notice and name what the children were doing.  
The process of applying curriculum descriptors to describe children’s  
care, play, learning and development is called cross-checking.1

This observation, documentation, reflection and interpretation process 
unfolded somewhat differently for the family day home provider who 
worked with us during the development of the curriculum sample 
learning stories. Being the only adult with a group of children meant  
that time to reflect had to be arranged beyond the child care day.  
The documentation of her work with children was shared through 
an online dropbox. She responded to the learning stories, adding 
information, interpretations and reflection at her convenience.  
What initially presented as a limitation, resulted in deeply reflective and 
descriptive written responses from this family day home provider.

As educators revisited and reflected on the documented moments of their 
practice the opportunity to think about how their decisions influenced 
children’s care, play and learning experiences proved to be significant for 
how they thought about and valued their role as an educator. In addition, 
using the language of the curriculum framework goals to describe what 
the children were doing has helped the educators to understand and 
articulate children’s experiences and value their own work. 

All too often, in the busyness of early childhood community living and 
life the really significant moments of children’s care, play and learning 
are overshadowed. This documentation and reflection process has been 
insightful for both the educators, as well as the curriculum developers. 
Revisiting and reflecting on each moment is rewarding and validating for 
educators—a reminder of the joys of working with children and  
their families. 

1  Strickland, D.S. (1994). Reinventing our literacy programs:  
Books, basics, balance. The Reading Teacher, 48, 294-302.
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A Tactile Inquiry 

Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

What do you understand about 
the group that you are working 
with, in particular who Lucas is, 
that motivates you to remove 
your shoes and join him in the 
sand experience?
Jennifer explains, “At the time of this experience, 
Lucas did not have a lot of verbal vocabulary. I 
remember feeling that he wanted to share an idea 
with me; so I decided to remove my shoes and join 
him in the sandbox. I thought that this would help 
me to be closer to his experience and bridge the 
limitations of him being able to articulate his ideas. 

Jennifer talks with him, “We have bare feet in 
the sand.” Lucas sprinkles sand on her foot. 
“The sand is cool,” she comments.

Jennifer, an early learning and child care 
educator, sits on the side of an indoor 
sandbox beside Lucas. She notices that Lucas 
has bare feet in the sand. She removes her 
shoes and places her feet in the sand as well. 
Her coloured toenails draw his attention.  
He�seems�intrigued�and�lifts�Jennifer’s�foot.�
She doesn’t seem to be bothered by  
his inquiry.

Lucas continues his exploration, now pouring 
sand from a small cup over Jennifer’s foot. 
Lucas wipes the sand away; then pours sand 
on Jennifer’s foot once again. He repeats this 
process several times. 

Jennifer follows his process by pouring sand 
and wiping the sand away from Lucas’s foot.
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Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

Consider the different spaces needed to communicate 
with infants, toddlers, and young children at their 
physical level. Think about soft spaces with blankets 
where adults and infants can interact in a visual, 
aural, and tactile way with materials and each other. 
Think about active, sensory experiences that engage 
many toddlers.

Think about how Jennifer entered the sandbox space 
with Lucas, to first experience what he was exploring 
so to gain an understanding of how he experiences the 
learning environment. Think about how that knowledge 
helps her to create further experiences for Lucas as 
well as the other children of the playroom space.

Children test their limits through 

   testing their powers of observation and  
sensory discrimination

Communication and Literacies

Communicative Practices 

Children form relationships through communicative 
practices by  

   recognizing and responding to human presence 
and touch

What do you feel about Lucas’ 
interest in your feet in the sand?
Jennifer reflects, “I think he was surprised that an 
adult would meet him in the sand experience and 
match his sensory experience. Then, I think when 
I did—I think he was able to engage me in his own 
sensory experience with bare feet in the sand.”

What do you know about Lucas 
as a learner?
“Currently, Lucas is able to verbally express his ideas 
and needs. Just the other day, he was standing at the 
top of the slide. He requested the child who was at 
the bottom of the slide to move and then he waited 
for her to respond to his request. That is a lot of 
growth for him in the short time that I have been in 
the toddler room.”

Tell me about how you think 
about your role in children’s 
learning processes.
Jennifer reflects, “Sometimes, standing back and 
watching is beneficial; yet getting into the children’s 
play and following their lead is best. They tell me 
what they are thinking and they lead the experience. 
I think they know that I value them — their time 
is important… the time for them to share their 
thinking and experiences.

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Play and Playfulness

Playful Explorations and Problem Solving 

Children learn about the properties of objects through 

   playfully exploring and investigating the 
properties of objects
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Zoe Exercises 

Zoe�exercises�after�getting�her�head�band�on.�
She explains her intentions to Kayla, her early 
learning and child care educator, “I’m tired, so 
I need to exercise before I go outside.”

Kayla acknowledges, “You’re exercising  
your muscles.”

When�Everleigh�stops�her�dressing�to�briefly�
engage with Zoe, Kayla does not intervene 
with the children’s interaction.

Zoe explains to her friend, “I am exercising.”

Everleigh watches for a few minutes and 
then returns to her outdoor dressing.

Kayla does not stop Zoe or redirect her from 
her idea. Kayla, in a skilful manner, supports 
the group of children as they dress for 
outside while being aware of Zoe.

Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

What do you know about who 
Zoe is as a learner and a citizen 
of this community?
Kayla explains that she recognizes  
Zoe’s uniqueness. It is common for Zoe to  
come up with ideas and want to play them out.

Allowing her the time and space to “exercise” 
helps Zoe to understand that she is honoured as 
an individual and her ideas are honoured even at 
a time when the group is getting organized in a 
transition from inside time to outside time.

What do you know about the 
group of children?
Allowing others to interact with Zoe, as she 
plays out her idea, communicates that Zoe has 
important ideas. Kayla expressed that she doesn’t 
worry that this activity will interfere with routines. 
She explains that routines are flexible for children 
to contribute and play out ideas.

Had Kayla approached Zoe using a 
developmental perspective for learning, she 
might have redirected Zoe to get dressed for 
outside time along with all the other children.

Instead Kayla approaches Zoe’s ideas using a 
sociocultural perspective for learning where 
individual ideas have a place in the space of a day.

As well, Kayla was accepting of Zoe’s activity 
as well as accepting that other children were 
interested in what Zoe was doing regardless of 
the adult planned transition time.

Aware, but not redirecting Everleigh when she 
stops to watch Zoe, Kayla supports Zoe with her 
ideas and also her social connections with peers. 
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Kayla’s response communicates that the playroom 
is a safe place for ideas.

The invisible supports that enable children’s unique 
expression occur in fluid and flexible routines.  
In this playroom, once a small group gathers at the 
door ready for outside play, they leave with one of 
the educators. The children who remain dressing 
are accompanied outside with the other educator.

There is no long wait for children who are 
bundled in winter clothing and there is 
opportunity for individual expression in routines 
that shape each day. The atmosphere remains 
positive as children dress at individual paces and 
levels of independence.

This supports developing self-help skills without 
being hurried and herded as a whole group.  
It takes trust and understanding from the educator 
that what is taking place is important for children’s 
sense of belonging and positive self-identities.

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Well-Being

Emotional Health and Positive Self-Identities 

Children develop a sense of self through

   developing recognition of self

   co-constructing their identities

   experiencing a growing sense of self-confidence, 
self-respect, and ability to take initiative

   growing in their capacity to express feelings, 
concerns, and needs

   pursuing interests, passions and strengths

Belonging

Children develop a sense of place through

   making connections between centre, home, and 
broader communities

Physical Health 

Children learn to take responsibility for personal 
care through

   growing in their independence in  
self-care routines

   learning about individual differences in  
self-care routines

Play and Playfulness

Imagination and Creativity

Children develop dispositions for flexible and fluid 
thinking through

   expressing unique and imaginative ideas

Children invent symbols and develop systems of 
representation through

   making up their own movements

   developing awareness of the imagined and 
ordinary worlds they move between as they play

Communication and Literacies

Communication Practices 

Children extend ideas and take actions using language 

   to express thoughts, feelings, and ideas

Zoe Exercises
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Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How does your conception of childhood and what it 
means to be a child influence your responses to the 
different identities children take on?

How do people and policies at your centre honour 
children’s initiatives through thoughtful planning, 
documentation, and/or responses?

How does your site’s scheduling promote or  
interfere with time to play and create? Think about 
flexible scheduling. Think about time allotted to play, 
routines, and adult-directed activities.

How do you support and value the worlds and 
fantasies that children create? Think about ways in 
which fantasy and imagination can be extended for 
children and documented to illustrate their value.

How do you make use of and reflect the community 
around you to engage, model, and develop children’s 
creativity, imagination, and play interests? Think about 
family expertise and community connections to expand 
Zoe’s ideas about physical fitness.
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What’s for Snack 

Winnifred offers Sophia some cereal for her snack.  
Tooran visits with Sophia and Zinaye while they snack.

Sophia doesn’t want the cereal so Winnifred trials peaches 
with her. Tooran signs, “More” for Zinaye.

Zinaye seems interested in what Sophia has on her tray. 
Having shown interest in the peaches on Sophia’s tray, 
Zinaye is offered peaches as well.

Tooran and Winnifred, early learning and child 
care educators, discover what Sophia has in 
mind for her morning snack. Sophia uses word 
approximations and gestures to explain what 
she wants. This pre-verbal communication is 
interpreted by Tooran and Winnifred.

Cheerios�and�Cheerios�with�milk�is�offered� 
and declined.

How about some fruit for Sophia? No, she 
doesn’t want fruit either.

Ahhhh, pabulum, yes it is pabulum!

Zinaye�watches�the�choices�offered�to�Sophia�
who is sitting next to her. She snacks on the 
Cheerios and leans over to get a closer look at 
the fruit on Sophie’s tray,.

Tooran�notices�this�gesture�and�offers�Zinaye�
fruit as well. She receives a big smile from 
Zinaye�confirming�her�understanding.�
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Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Communication and Literacies

Communication Practices

Children form relationships through 
communicative practices by

   practising and playing with sounds

   Initiating and responding to gestural and 
visual languages

Literate Identities With/In Communities

Children co-construct a range of literate  
identities through

   learning various local literacy practices within 
a range of communities

Well-Being

Emotional Health and Positive Self-Identities

Children develop a sense of self through

   co-constructing their identities

   growing in their capacity to express feelings, 
concerns, and needs 

Belonging

Children build respectful and responsive 
relationships  through

   forming close relationships with a range of adults

Physical Health 

Children learn about food and nutrition through

   building confidence to try new foods

Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

Why do you work to provide 
Sophia with choices for  
her snack?
Winnifred and Tooran explain that they believe 
that each child has rights. They recognize  
that even very young children can make  
choices and show preferences for foods, as  
well as particular play materials and people. 
Winnifred explains, “Honouring children’s choices 
values them as citizens.”

How do you know Sophia is 
making choices?
Winnifred and Tooran explain that they watch and 
listen very closely to the gestures and sounds the 
infants are making. They interpret and respond to 
the infant’s communication, which helps Sophia 
and Zinaye know that what they are doing has 
meaning and purpose.

How do you think your 
responsiveness nurtures 
Sophia’s positive self-identity 
and sense of belonging?
Winnifred and Tooran express their deep 
conviction in knowing that their responsive 
practice supports Sophia and Zinaye as  
effective communicators. In addition, their 
responsive practice fosters positive and secure 
relationships with each child, leading to each child 
having a sense of belonging and self-identity.
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Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How does your conception of childhood and what it 
means to be a child influence your responses to the 
different identities children take on? (Consider Sophie 
as a decision maker and citizen; consider how Zinaye 
demonstrated awareness of Sophie’s food choices.) 
What can this mean for further understanding about 
how infants relate to the differences between self  
and others?

Think about verbal and non-verbal expressions 
of independence and forthright expressions. 
Think about ways young children demonstrate 
independence and make choices for themselves.  
How do you support very young children to make 
choices for themselves?

How does your centre build relationships of trust 
between people; in particular, between educators 
and children? How does the environment encourage 
children to take initiative and make choices? How do 
you support their efforts in taking initiative or being a 
self-starter?

How can you engage in playful conversations with 
very young children during routine  times? 

How do you support very young children to engage 
with one another?

How are children engaged in decision-making in 
matters that concern them, such as the establishment 
of rules, rituals, routines, and/or making choices 
for snack? Think about day-to-day opportunities 
for children to have a say in such things as eating, 
napping, and sharing.

Think about ways that you help children to work 
through problems. Think about the many ways that 
children express feelings, wants, and needs.
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Balancing  
is Gymnastics

Josie invites Manuela, her early learning  
and child care educator, to watch her 
gymnastic moves. She begins with a narrow 
wooden�ramp�on�the�floor,�runs�three�steps�
onto�the�ramp�and�jumps�off,�landing�with�
two feet on the ground and two arms in  
the air. She repeats this action several times 
while Manuela watches attentively.

Josie then adds several blocks, making a 
long narrow shape. She steps across the 
length of the blocks and jumps. Again, she 
lands�two�feet�together�on�the�floor�and�two�
arms spread wide above her head.

Elena joins the gymnastic performance. 
In no time the pair attract the attention 
of several more children in the room. 
Manuela watches as the group speeds up 
their activity. She recognizes the need to 
do something as two children have fallen 
from their fast stepping. Wanting to extend 
the�experience�she�offers,�“Can�I�give�you�
a challenge? Can you balance a book or 
a beanbag on your head when you walk 
across the balance beam?” 

Eagerly, the group takes up the challenge 
and�all�efforts�are�accepted�and�celebrated.�
The children become focused on balancing 
a beanbag, rather than running across 
the blocks. They are enjoying testing their 
physical limits.

After�falling�on�a�block,�Manuela�encourages�
Amelia to try again. Initially hesitant, she 
holds�Manuela’s�hand.�The�first�crossing�is�
a success and Amelia wants to try again. 
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Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

What do you understand  
about Amelia that guides you  
to first ensure that she is okay  
and then to support her in the 
ongoing play? What do you think 
Amelia experienced through this?
Manuela shares her thoughts about her 
understanding of Amelia and how she looks up to 
her peers. She explains, “Amelia wants to be  
able to meet them in their play experiences. 
Knowing this, I helped her to stay in the play by 
helping her to feel successful. I knew that I made 
the right choice as Amelia was able to continue 
with the play on her own.”

What do you think the challenge 
did for the builders and those who 
joined the balancing experience?
Manuela reflects on the introduction of the 
“challenges” that shifted the experience from 
one that was becoming questionably unsafe as 
the children began to rush, to one of focus with 
an appropriate level of challenge. She reflects, 
“The children felt confident and in control of their 
play. I did not need to shut down the experience, 
rather the challenge to balance objects seemed 
to extend the children’s idea.”

She is a little unsure about going alone, yet 
she doesn’t want to hold Manuela’s hand. 
Manuela�offers�another�challenge.�“Can�you�
hold a beanbag in each hand, stretched out, 
while walking the balance beam?”

Amelia accepts the challenge. This challenge 
offers�Amelia�the�opportunity�to�experience�
increased�success�and�gain�confidence�in�her�
physical abilities. Her attention to her steps 
slows her down and decreases the potential 
for falling. She is pleased with her achievement 
and continues to challenge herself.

Amelia is ready to balance the beanbag on 
her head. Again, her focus on the challenge to 
balance slows her steps and maintains a safe 
level of activity for all involved.
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How do you think children see 
themselves in environments 
that support them to create play 
spaces for self and others?
Manuela describes how the balancing continued 
outside on the beams in the play yard and while 
some children were unsure of crossing the balance 
beam, others, like Amelia, offered to hold their 
hand as they cautiously made their way across. 
“The children are proud that their ideas are taken 
up by others. They appreciate being leaders in 
their play. Amelia was able to be a leader as the 
balancing play continued outside.”

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Well-Being

Emotional Health and Positive Self-Identities

Children develop a positive sense of self through

   co-constructing their positive self-identities

   experiencing a growing sense of self-
confidence, self-respect and ability to  
take initiative

   growing in their capacity to express feelings, 
concerns and needs

   pursuing interests, passions and strengths

   persevering and persisting

Belonging

Children develop a sense of place through

   generating a shared repertoire of narratives 
and memories 

Children build respectful and responsive 
relationships through

   developing cherished as well as  
casual friendships

   growing in their awareness that their actions 
contribute to the welfare of others

   participating in group initiatives

Physical Health

Children explore body and movement through

   participating in a variety of physical activities, 
indoors and out

   increasing bodily awareness, control, agility 
and large motor coordination

   knowing and stretching their physical limits

Play and Playfulness

Imagination and Creativity

Children develop dispositions for flexible and fluid 
thinking through

   expressing unique and imaginative ideas

Children invent symbols and develop systems of 
representation through

   developing awareness of the imagined  
and ordinary worlds they move between as 
they play

Children create imaginary scenarios in which they 
explore new possibilities and take possession of 
their worlds through

   creating social spaces and shared narratives

Playful Exploration and Problem Solving

Children learn about the properties of  
objects through

   playfully exploring and investigating the 
properties of objects

Children test their limits through

   testing their strength, speed, agility and 
control over movement
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Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How does your conception of childhood and what it 
means to be a child influence your responses to the 
different identities children take on? (Think about 
verbal and non-verbal expressions that open up or 
limit children’s exploration and risk-taking behaviours.) 
Think about how children respond to people, places, 
and materials.

How do people and policies at your child care setting 
honour children’s initiatives through thoughtful 
planning, documentation, and/or responses?  
Think about how your centre builds upon  
children’s interests.

Reflect on your own learning and what fuels your 
energy as a learner. Think about the pleasure 
you take in persistence and perseverance and 
accomplishment, and how risk-taking is rewarded, or 
not, in your life.

How does the environment encourage children to  
take initiative? What role do you take in children’s  
self-directed play? Does your role extend possibilities 
or limit children’s pursuits? Think about how  
Manuela provided the appropriate challenges that 
extended the children’s exploration of balance and 
offered children opportunities to engage at their 
individual levels of ability.

Balancing is Gymnastics 

Children learn to employ creative approaches  
to identifying and working out practical  
problems through

   developing sustained and shared thinking
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Parachute Play 

“Mama put the popcorn kernels in the pot. 
She turned up the heat. Now the pot is  
getting hot. And then those popcorn kernels 
start to pop, pop, pop, pop...” 

Brittany, Hadla, and Jennifer, educators from 
different�playrooms,�play�the�parachute�game�
along with the children on the playground. All are 
welcome to join in. The educators introduce a 
song as they play. Repeating the song many 
times invites the children to sing along, too.

Soon all the children, from the novice to the 
most experienced, are singing and playing 
and�laughing.�Spring,�after�an�Alberta�winter,�
has an energy that inspires song in all of us!

Brittany carries a package under her arm and 
approaches a few children, “Would you like to 
go outside? I have a parachute.”

Several children respond to the invitation 
by getting their coats and boots. The day 
is sunny and one of the few warm days 
following the long cold winter. A day that has 
the smell and feel of spring.

A growing group of eager children begin to 
gather at the door. Brittany asks a few more 
children, but these children seem more 
interested in pursuing experiences inside 
the playroom. The Dolphin Room educators 
make a quick calculation and agree that one 
educator will stay inside with those who are 
not yet ready to join the larger group outside.
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Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

What inspired the  
parachute play? When, if ever,  
is participation limited?
Brittany explains, “I brought a parachute out 
because the playground was so dull at this time 
of the year. The sun was shining, but the ground 
was still frozen and the snow was so hard for the 
children to dig in.

“At first, the balls I brought out weren’t flying 
very high. Jenn, an early learning and child care 
educator from another playroom, offered other 
balls from the toddler room which worked much 
better for the popcorn song. It was great to have 
three educators in this game. As we educators 
worked together, more children could participate. 
All age groups work together in these games.

What policy and structures 
support educators to offer 
children choices for inside and 
outside play spaces?
Brittany reflects, “The community spirit  
here supports children to make choices in  
their daily experiences. We work together. 
Someone will stay in when children want to 
have more time inside. When children want to 
go outside, we work with one another to ensure 
adult–child ratios are maintained. We are flexible 
on field outings as well. Sometimes a small group 
of children from two different playrooms go out in 
the community, leaving small groups of children 
in the centre to do something that they would like 
to do. Being flexible is important to allow children 
to make choices for their daily experiences.”

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Play and Playfulness

Imagination and Creativity 

Children develop dispositions for flexible and fluid 
thinking through

   seeing people, places and things in new ways

Children create imaginary scenarios in which they 
explore new possibilities and take possession of 
their world through

   creating social spaces and shared narrative

Playful Exploration and Problem Solving 

Children learn about the properties of objects through

   playfully exploring and investigating the 
properties of objects

   experimenting with action and reaction, cause 
and effect

   developing a vocabulary to describe similarities 
and differences, patterns and relationships

Children learn to negotiate the complexities of joint 
enterprises through

   negotiating rules of time, space, and roles

Communication and Literacies

Communicative Practices 

Children form relationships through 
communicative practices by

   becoming attuned to rhyme, rhythm, pitch, 
and tone

   practising and playing with sounds

Parachute Play
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Children learn the conventions of their  
language through

   growing in their understanding of vocabulary

   developing confidence in using vocabulary

Children extend ideas and take actions  
using language 

   to express thoughts, feelings, and ideas

   to make friends, share materials, structure, 
negotiate, and create imaginary worlds

Multimodal literacies 

Children explore a variety of sign systems through

   becoming familiar with sign systems of 
language and music

Multimodal meaning making through

   engaging with the symbols and practices  
of music

Well-Being

Emotional Health and Positive Self-Identities 

Children develop a sense of self through

   co-constructing their identities

   pursuing interests, passions and strengths

Belonging 

Children build respectful and responsive 
relationships through

   participating in group initiatives

Physical Health

Children explore body and movement through

   participating in a variety of physical activities, 
indoors and out

   increasing bodily awareness, control, 
strength, agility, and large motor coordination

Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How does your conception of childhood and what it 
means to be a child influence your responses to the 
different identities children take on? Think about  
how children respond to people, places, materials, 
and events.

How does your centre build relationships of trust 
between people? Think about adult– child, adult–
adult and child–child relationships. How does the 
environment encourage children to take initiative? 
Think about access to materials.

What experiences are provided at your centre to 
promote children’s active engagement both indoors  
and out? How do you plan for age and physical 
capacities as well as for co-operative games.  
What playground songs do you encourage and  
model for children?

How do you provide ways for children to explore on 
their own, with peers, or with adults? Think about 
materials for indoor and outdoor experiences.

What role do you assume in outdoor experiences?  
Do you model active and engaged play outdoors?  
In what ways do you invite playful games and  
group initiatives?
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The Show 

When several children ask Brittany to write 
the word “ticket,” she responds, “Maybe you 
could write “T” and then we will know that it 
means ticket.” This seems a manageable idea 
as the children then worked independently 
with great focus.

Staying a step ahead, Brittany enters the 
block area and moves a few items that seem 
to be cluttering the space.

The ticket-making group returns to the block 
area and gives their tickets to other children 
and the adults in the space.

“Do you need a stage?” Brittany asks, then 
rephrases, “Oh look, you have three stages.” 
The audience with the tickets settle onto a 
bench�and�Brittany�offers�a�curtain.�The�three�
performances begin all at once.

Ned tells Brittany, “I need to make tickets.” 
Ned had been in the block area when Hadla, 
an early learning and child care educator, 
and a group of children were recalling the 
performance the children had created the 
previous�afternoon.�

Ned went directly to the art area where he 
could use paper and drawing materials to 
create tickets. Once he made a ticket, he 
returned to the block area to share his idea. 
He ignites tremendous interest in the group 
who, inspired by his idea, go to the art area to 
make more tickets.
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Brittany takes her place alongside the show, 
waiting and supporting the children’s playful 
performance. She watches carefully, as 
there is no pre- established script to follow. 
These are “impromptu” performances  
that�flow�and�are�shaped�in�the�moment.� 
It requires the attention of a willing audience 
and stage crew.

The audience is willing. Not one child or adult 
leaves the performance. The stage crew is 
equally willing, waiting for the cue that will 
communicate it is time to drop the curtain 
signalling the end of the performances.

Shea’s performance takes some time.  
He�is�the�last�performer,�long�after�Ranen�
and�Raleigh�are�finished.�They,�too,�become�
audience members while Shea holds the 
attention of the entire room.

Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

What do you understand about 
this group of children that helps 
you to respond to their initiatives 
in play?
Brittany reflects, “I know that the majority of  
the children involved in this socio-dramatic play 
could draw the letter “T”. As a group we had  
been exploring symbols on maps as well as in 
our community. I felt that the print was second 
to what the children were really exploring, which 
was all that they knew about live performances.  
I was surprised by how much they knew.

“I felt that my role was to support the conditions 
for the children’s play and play making. I was the 
curtain for them. I wasn’t intruding in their play.  
The curtain provided something concrete and visual. 
I know what it feels like in the theatre when the 
curtain goes up—it’s exciting!

“There is lots of fabric in the room and the 
children use it for many different things.  
Fabric offers tons of possibilities.”

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Play and Playfulness

Imagination and Creativity 

Children develop dispositions for flexible and fluid 
thinking through

   seeing people, places, and things in new ways

   expressing unique and imaginative ideas

The Show
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Children invent symbols and develop systems  
of representation through

   making up their own words, marks,  
and movements

Children create imaginary scenarios in which they 
explore new possibilities and take possession of 
their world through

   creating social spaces and shared narratives

Well-Being

Emotional Health and Positive Self-Identities 

Children develop a sense of self through

   co-constructing their identities

   experiencing a growing sense of self-
confidence, self-respect, and ability to  
take initiative

Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How does your conception of childhood and what it 
means to be a child influence your responses to the 
different identities children take on? Think about how 
Brittany offered a simple alternative to printing the 
word “ticket” to maintain the flow of the children’s play.

How do you provide access to materials for children? 
Think about shelving, displays, containers, and open-
ended materials. How often are materials changed 
or added to? Which materials are not used and why? 
Who uses the materials and what are the patterns  
of usage? Think about the fabric that Brittany 
used as a curtain in this experience. Think about 
how the blocks became a stage. Think about how 
these materials offer flexibility and opportunity for 
imagination to children.
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The Joy of  
Dizzy Play 

Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

What guides you to allow  
time and space for children’s 
dizzy play?
Paulina reflects, “I was helping another child.  
If you just expect others to sit and wait, that 
isn’t good for them. They are doing something 
that isn’t having them sit for others. When I was 
ready to help them, they were ready for me to 
do that.” She also recognized that the boys had 
a safe space to engage with dizzy play making 
it possible for the activity while others were 
preparing to go outside.

What do you understand about 
these children, this space, and 
the time of day for this play to 
have value?
Paulina also expressed that “dizzy play” was 
a new term for her. She hadn’t understood the 
importance of dizzy play previously, yet she  
could identify with the typical activity of children 
in groups.

Aushon, Ali, and Drake begin a game of chase 
as the group begins to dress for outside time. 
Paulina is close by helping another child to 
dress�and�affords�the�boys�an�opportunity�to�
explore this “dizzy play.”

It lasts for only a few minutes. The game 
seems to have the rule of following the 
person in front, up the step, down the step, 
and around; up the step, down the step, and 
around again.

Dizzy�play�offers�children�an�experience� 
that can be described as losing and  
regaining control. It can also be used to  
express a burst of energy, to test their own 
boundaries, and to experience joy with others.
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Paulina recalled, “I always go back to the idea of 
noise. With a past group of toddlers who were 
“noisy,” we began to reframe the idea of noise 
as sound. We, the educators, began to look at 
it differently and then the learning happened. 
For three to four months, the children were 
involved with exploring and making sounds and 
it influenced our whole year. Our frustration went 
down and the learning went up.”

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Play and Playfulness

Dizzy Play 

Children take pleasure in being on the edge 
through

   engaging in rough and tumble play

   experiencing exhilarating physical release

   playing at games of disruption and  
restoring order

Children take pleasure in sharing the joy of 
laughter through

   clowning and physical humour

   making nonsense

The Joy of Dizzy Play

Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How do you value and respond to rowdy, physical, 
dizzy play?

What is your comfort level and how does this affect 
the allowances you make for the children’s rowdy, 
physical play?

How do you ensure safety and allow for children to 
experience exhilarating physical release?

Think about times when children’s joy has been 
infectious, for example, sliding down hills, dancing 
barefoot, or singing at the top of one’s lungs.
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Stack and Crash

Jayden is focused on a box. Jessica, an  
early learning and child care educator,  
sits alongside him and begins to stack  
some boxes. She is provoking an idea.  
Will he respond to it?

It takes some time, but Jessica’s patience  
is�rewarded.�Jayden’s�attention�shifts�from�
the single box to the tower of boxes she  
has created.

With a gleam in his eye, he swings his arm 
and knocks the stack over.

Both pause, looking at the scattered boxes…

Jayden stays attuned while Jessica begins 
to create a tower of boxes again. He waits 
in anticipation. The excitement is too much, 
Jayden uses both hands to push forward and 
knocks the tower over.

A�wide�smile�of�knowing�signifies� 
his satisfaction. Jayden is a mighty learner.  
He has the power to make things happen.
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Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

What made you think to stack 
the boxes alongside Jayden? 
What do you understand about 
Jayden as a learner? 
Jessica reflects, “I noticed Jayden kept looking 
at the boxes blankly, possibly unsure of how to 
use them. I began stacking the boxes to see if 
he would become more interested in them after 
seeing how they could be manipulated.

Creating a sense of wonder in its simplest form,  
I suppose!”

What do you think Jayden 
understands about himself 
as a learner and citizen in the 
learning community? What tells 
you that?
Jessica explains, “As a learner, Jayden has the 
energy and potential to understand anything. 
I also know that he needs to be introduced to 
concepts, materials, people, and environments 
in many different ways in order for him to make 
connections in ways that make sense to him. 
I also see Jayden exploring, taking initiative, 
observing, and taking risks to learn more about 
himself and his surroundings. Jayden is not just 
a toddler; he is a scientist, climber, baker, and 
sometimes an artist.”

“As a citizen in the learning community, Jayden 
understands that he has a right to be here and 
deserves to have as many opportunities as 
anyone else,” Jessica reflects. “He shows this by 
participating in all activities with other children. 
He is not afraid to grab a toy or book and eagerly 
babble at us (possibly asking us to read it). I think 

Stack and Crash

that Jayden feels safe in his environment with 
Barb and me because he independently explores 
with confidence. His sense of autonomy tells me 
he is comfortable testing his limits and taking 
risks to learn more. At first, Jayden struggled 
with playing gently with others and taking toys 
from others. He would become so frustrated he 
would cry. This told us he was having trouble 
understanding our expectations, so we saw this 
as an opportunity to change our approach.”

What other experiences do  
you provide that helps the  
group of toddlers to experience 
their “mightiness” in their 
own learning?
Other experiences include: Open-ended art/
sensory activities; outside play—they can 
challenge themselves while nature provides 
learning opportunities and a healthy boost;  
Songs and finger-plays—motivate them to 
make the action, dance, and participate; play 
along to their own games—they are in control 
and recognize themselves as a leader and an 
individual, not just a follower in a group.

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Play and Playfulness

Playful Exploration and Problem Solving 

Children learn about the properties of objects through

   playfully exploring and investigating the 
properties of objects

   experimenting with action and reaction, cause 
and effect

Children test their limits through

   testing strength, speed, agility, and control 
over movement
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Children learn to employ creative approaches  
to identifying and working out practical  
problems through

   developing sustained and shared thinking

Dizzy Play

Children take pleasure in being on the  
edge through 

   playing at games of disrupting and  
restoring order

Children take pleasure in sharing the joy of 
laughter through

   clowning and physical humour

Well-Being

Emotional Health and Positive Self-Identities 

Children develop a sense of self through 

   developing recognition of self

   co-constructing their identity

   experiencing growing self-confidence, self-
respect, and ability to take initiative

Belonging

Children build respectful and responsive 
relationships through

   participating in group initiatives

Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How do you provide ways for children to explore on 
their own, with peers, or with adults? Think about 
materials to act upon for cause and effect, open-
ended materials for in-depth investigations, and 
children’s own interests and questions?

How do adults model problem-solving behaviours? 
Think about talking through situations such as 
building towers, crashing towers, and then rebuilding.

How do you value and respond to rowdy, physical, 
or dizzy play? What is your comfort level and 
how does this affect the allowances you make 
for children’s rowdy, physical play? Think about 
times when children’s joy has been infectious, for 
example, repetitive dump and fill or drop and pick-up 
experiences that youngest children initiate.

How does your concept of childhood and what it 
means to be a child influence your responses to the 
different identities children take on?
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Group Time  
with Toddlers

Paulina, an early learning and child care 
educator, gathers the group of toddlers in 
the transition to outdoor play while others 
finish�tidying�the�play�space.

Aushon indicates that he would like to  
sing a song. He stands on a tree block,  
an impromptu stage, to sing his song.  
The group that has gathered sings along 
with him.

Drake is next. “I want to sing too.”  
Drake sings on his own while others  
listen to his song.

Greta expresses her desire for a turn.  
She stands on the tree block, then hesitates. 
Paulina asks, “Would you like us to sing 
along with you?” Greta nods. Paulina asks, 
“Should we sing ABC.” Greta nods.  
The whole group sings with Greta who  
sings along as well.

This group time continues as each willing 
child takes a turn on the tree stage.

Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

How are group activities 
planned? What kinds of 
activities do you typically do 
with this group of toddlers?
Paulina considers this group of toddlers. 
She explains, “Sometimes they want to sing, 
sometimes they want to dance and sometimes, 
they want to do yoga. These children want to be 
doing rather than watching.”

Paulina shares how this group of children are 
so different than the previous toddler group.  
She expresses appreciation for the team planning 
meetings that have provided time for the team to 
reflect on who these children are as learners.
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How do the children let you 
know when the group time  
is finished? Are there choices 
for children who do not want to 
be part of the group experience?
She explains that the toddler group time is flexible. 
Sometimes it happens spontaneously as a group 
of three children gather with an educator to read 
a story, sing a song or dance. Paulina explains 
that group time offers children choice for their 
participation; although sometimes, the whole group 
gathers to ready for a change like the transition for 
outdoor play. Paulina describes how she watches 
the children’s body language to know when they  
are ready to move onto another experience.  
She explains, “Group time reflects how the group 
wants to be together.”

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Play and Playfulness

Imagination and Creativity 

Children develop dispositions for flexible and fluid 
thinking through

   seeing people, places and things in new ways

   expressing unique and imaginative ideas

Children create imaginary scenarios in which they 
explore new possibilities and take possession of 
their world through

   creating social spaces and shared narrative

Playful Exploration and Problem Solving 

Children learn to negotiate the complexities of joint 
enterprises through

  negotiating rules of time, space, and roles

Group Time with Toddlers

Children learn to employ creative approaches  
to identifying and working out practical  
problems through

  developing sustained and shared thinking

Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How do people and policies at your centre honor 
children’s initiatives through thoughtful planning, 
documentation and/or responses? Think about how 
your centre builds on children’s interests.

How do you support children in new situations? 
Think about children’s moments of anxiety and their 
responses to new or familiar situations. How do you 
plan for room changes, transitions between activities, 
field experiences or walks in the local community.

How does your centre build relationships of trust 
between people? Think about adult-adult, adult-child, 
child-child relationships. How does the centre’s  
space reflect the lives of the children, their families 
and the educators?
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Making Toast

Trina, an early learning and child care 
educator in the toddler playroom, has 
invited a group of children to make toast. 
She places two slices of bread in the toaster 
and�then�offers�a�slice�of�bread�to�each:�
Charlotte,�Cason,�Lily,�and�Cale.�She�offers�
each child a butter knife and immediately, 
they begin to use the knives to cut butter 
for their bread. As they enjoy spreading the 
butter and eating the bread and butter, they 
talk about the bread in the toaster.

Attentive to Cason and Charlotte’s close 
proximity to the increasingly hot toaster and 
knowing their inquisitive nature, Trina is 
watchful of the children. She keeps attuned 
to Cason’s animated description of how the 
toast will pop up.

“Pop! Pop! Pop!” Cason says as he 
demonstrates with his hands in the air. Cason 
continues his description of the toast popping 
long�after�the�toast�is�finished�and�the�toaster�
has been placed on a high counter to cool.

As the cooking experience concludes, the 
children and Trina talk about and eat the 
toast they made.
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Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Well-Being

Emotional Health and Positive Self-Identities

Children develop a sense of self through

   developing recognition of self

   co-constructing their positive self-identities

   experiencing a growing sense of self-
confidence, self-respect, and ability to  
take initiative

   being curious and questioning

   pursuing interests, passions and strengths

   persevering and persisting

Physical Health

Children learn about food and nutrition through

   making decisions about food consumption, 
preparation, serving, and clean-up routines

Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

How do you decide on what to 
prepare with the children?
Trina reflects, “Cooking is an interest of mine and 
through talking with families, I discovered that a 
few of our children enjoyed cooking experiences 
that involved cooking with heat. As a whole  
team, the children’s snack menu was being 
switched-up. So making toast with the children 
seemed a good beginning. I thought this cooking 
experience might inspire more experiences 
involving bread making.”

How do you decide who will be 
part of the cooking experience?
Trina explains, “The families were talking with us 
about how they prepare food with their children 
at home. Lily and Cason already had experience 
with food. I invited Charlotte and Cale because  
I thought that they would enjoy the food 
experience and also because they enjoy smaller 
group experiences.”

What other types of  
cooking experiences do you  
do with children?
“Another day, we made fruit smoothies.  
Then things really took off. The children seemed 
much more interested in the fruit and how the 
smoothies had different colors depending on the 
fruit we used. The children would talk with one 
another about the fruit they had cut up to make 
the smoothie. They had bigger stories to tell one 
another after making the fruit smoothies than 
they did making the toast. This is what told us, 
their educators, that the fruit smoothies held 
more interest for them.”
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Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How does your conception of childhood and what it 
means to be a child influence your response to the 
different identities children take on? Think about  
how policies at your centre honour children’s 
engagement in food preparation. Think about what 
children learn about self and others through food 
preparation and sharing.

Trina, supported by the toddler playroom team, was 
able to work with a small group of children around the 
use of a toaster.

Reflect on your own learning and what fuels your 
energy as a learner. Think about the pleasure 
you take in persistence, perseverance, and 
accomplishment, and how risk-taking is rewarded,  
or not, in your own life.
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Music Play

Both Meghan and Jody, early learning  
and child care educators, join Emalee’s 
music play.

Emalee watches both educators respond to 
her music making.

Through Emalee’s continued music play, 
she demonstrates a keen awareness of how 
responsive her educators are to her ideas. 
Meghan sings a familiar song and then asks, 
“What song?” Emalee responds with another 
familiar song. Meghan continues the music 
play by joining Emalee’s sing-along.

Curriculum Meaning Making
The following is a question—answer recap of a 
professional dialogue between educators about 
this story. 

What do you, as Emalee’s 
educators, know about her and 
her music play? How do you 
think Emalee feels about your 
engagement in her play?
Jody, a new team member, explains,  
“I’m just beginning to develop relationships  
with the children. Responding to Emalee’s music 
play was a way to foster my relationship with her. 
I hope that by engaging in her play that she feels 
that I am someone she can trust.”

Meghan knowingly recognizes that Emalee 
enjoys her interactions with adults and  
therefore responds to her efforts and initiatives. 
Meghan extends the instrument play by singing a 
familiar song with the music. She asks Emalee, 
“What song?” Emalee sings parts of familiar 
songs and Meghan sings along. In this way, 
Meghan ensures that Emalee is the leader in 
the music play. “Emalee is learning that she 
is a capable learner who can lead as well as 
contribute to our shared experiences.”

Meghan recalls Emalee’s enthusiasm when 
community musicians visited the centre recently. 
She describes how Emalee was focused on the 
music and dance the entire presentation—longer 
than the educators could have imagined.

What do you think this says 
about Emalee and her sense of 
identity and sense of belonging?
Meghan also explains, “Emalee closely  
watches us, and expects us to respond to her 
ideas in a positive way.”
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   Initiating and responding to gestural and 
visual languages Children extend ideas and 
take actions using language 

   to express thoughts, feelings, and ideas

   to make friends, share materials, structure, 
negotiate, and create imaginary worlds

Multimodal literacies

Children explore a variety of sign systems through

   becoming familiar with the sign systems of 
language and music

Multimodal meaning making through

   engaging with the symbols and practices  
of language

   engaging with the symbols and practices  
of music

Both Jody and Meghan express understanding 
that Emalee wants and appreciates their presence 
in her play. They wonder what other musical 
experiences they could create. Perhaps family 
cultural experiences could be shared with the 
group of toddlers.

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Play and Playfulness

Imagination and Creativity

Children develop dispositions for flexible and fluid 
thinking through

   expressing unique and imaginative ideas

Children invent symbols and develop systems of 
representation through

   making up their own words and musical score

   taking up and reshaping cultural experiences

Children create imaginary scenarios in which they 
explore new possibilities and take possession of 
their worlds through

   creating social spaces and shared narratives

Playful Exploration and Problem Solving

Children learn to negotiate the complexities of joint 
enterprises through

   negotiating rules of time, space, and roles

Communication and Literacies

Communication practices

Children form relationships through 
communication practices by

   recognizing and responding to human presence

   becoming attuned to rhyme, pitch, and tone

   practising and playing with sounds
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Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How does your concept of childhood and what it 
means to be a child influence your responses to 
different identities children take on? Think about how 
Emalee invites her educators into the music making 
experience and how they extended that play by inviting 
her to contribute songs for their shared experience.

How do you provide access to materials for children? 
Emalee was able to access real musical instruments 
for this musical play. That inspires a notion in Emalee 
that her music play is real and important.

How do people and policies at your centre honour 
children’s initiatives through thoughtful planning, 
documentation, and/or responses? Think about how 
Meghan and Jody joined Emalee’s invitation.

In what ways are family contributions invited and 
honoured with/in the centre? Think about how one 
child’s initiative can be extended through materials, 
interest, time, and cultural experiences. I wonder 
what music Emalee enjoys at home. I wonder what 
community musical experiences could be experienced.

How do you support and value the worlds and 
fantasies that children create? Think about how 
Meghan extended the music play by asking Emalee 
to sing a song and how she followed Emalee’s lead by 
singing along.
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Our Snowman
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Our Snowman 

Sylvie asks, “Should we put it back up?”  
Yes, Logan nods, he wants the snowman to 
be together again.

Sylvie notices Derek’s attention on a  
fallen snowball that had been part of  
their snowman. She talks with him about 
how it had fallen—how the snowball was 
stuck in the snow now.

Derek seems to want to do more about it. 
It isn’t words he uses to express this idea; 
rather, it is his focused attention and  
close proximity to the fallen snowball. 
Recognizing his interest, Sylvie remains  
with him—talking about the ball in the snow.

Logan and Derek and Sylvie get closer to the 
fallen snowball. Logan, not convinced that 
the snowball is really stuck, pushes it with 
his legs. It surprises everyone, especially 
Sylvie, when the snowball begins to move in 
the snow.

Placing the fallen snowball on the bottom 
ball�becomes�a�fun�game�of�“lift�and�roll”.�
Derek thinks it is great fun. He discovers 
that if he nudges the ball, it will roll down.  
At times the ball rolls down without his nudge.
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Sylvie is a willing player in the game, happily 
replacing it again and again. Derek laughs 
each�time�the�ball�rolls�off.�Logan�watches�the�
playful interaction, patiently waiting for the 
game to run its course.

Finally, the snowball settles into a resting 
place on top of the bottom ball. Derek then 
moves on to something equally interesting; 
however, Logan remains with the snowman.

When Sylvie notices the black hat under  
the snow, she retrieves it, shakes the snow 
off,�and�places�it�on�top�of�the�snowman.�
“Hat,“�she�identifies.

Logan repeats, “Hat.”

Our Snowman

Sylvie and Logan then identify the hat on 
others playing in the play yard. Each time, 
Logan repeats, “Hat.”

Logan�seems�satisfied�now�that�the�
snowman is complete again. He moves over 
to share the story of rebuilding the snowman 
with me, a silent observer. “Hat,” he says 
pointing to his hat.

Curriculum Meaning Making
A professional conversation between the family 
dayhome provider and pedagogical mentor 
reveals further curriculum decisions.

Sylvie reflects, “I got the snowman story. I have to 
tell you, reading the story today made me reflect 
on how meaningful this snowman has become to 
children at the dayhome.”  

In November when it first snowed, my daughter 
and a couple of the other girls in the day home built 
a snowman. A really tiny snowman. They loved it. 
They dressed it, and it remained there for months. 
We found a ball of snow through the school yard 
and my daughter wanted to see if she could bring 
one home. She tried to push it, but it was too big. 
She asked for help. Four others and I joined in 
pushing this snowball. We got it to move maybe  
20 to 30 feet, and then it became way too hard.  
We brainstormed ways to get this snowman home.
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We pushed, we pulled, we poked at it, we  
used our hands, we used our feet... nothing 
was working. We went to my house and tried to 
build our own snowman, but we had missed the 
opportunity and the snow was not working with 
us at that point. This only fueled their desire— 
the children really wanted to get that snowball to 
my backyard. We found three snowballs and we 
took them home by pulling them on a sled!

The children tried connecting the pieces with sticks, 
but they weren’t strong enough. It took a lot of 
problem solving to figure out which balls should go 
on the bottom, middle, and top. It took some trial 
and error. With a lot of effort and team work, we 
managed to get all three snowballs one on top of 
the other to build a snowman. We stuffed snow all 
over the place to hold the balls in place. We dressed 
him; he had several wardrobe changes over  
the months. We also painted him over and over 
again with colored water in spray bottles.  
We changed his arms (sticks) and his face (rocks 
and leaves) and his outerwear often.

When he began to break apart, we fixed him, 
time and time again. When you came over that 
day, I really thought this was the end of “Frosty” 
(the children named him). The older children had 
discussed how he was broken and we wouldn’t 
be able to fix him up because he was melting. 
I really did not think he would become unstuck 
and put together another time. I was shocked 
when Logan and I were pushing our legs on the 
snowball and it started to move. 

The game of fixing him up continued.

I know Frosty won’t last much longer, and it 
makes me a little sad... It amazes me that this 
play has extended since November—nearly five 
months and they are still invested in our friend, 
Frosty the snowman.

Frosty has taught the children social skills such 
as problem solving and turn taking, negotiating, 
and planning. He has given us opportunities to use 
our large and small muscles to build him (from 

dragging him in pieces to our house in a sled to the 
little details of his buttons and face) and decorate 
him (spraying red and blue makes purple!).  
We have counted numerous buttons, eyes, noses, 
arms, and legs... We have created him and had a 
sense of accomplishment for our hard work so 
many times, and we have been sad to see him fall 
apart just as many times!

Frosty has been the one thing in my yard that I 
can say has truly captured the attention of all the 
children in my care from my 18-month-olds right 
to my oldest 5-year-olds.

Frosty came to us from snow. We have 
manipulated him and changed him and made 
him bigger and watched him shrink and changed 
his colours and I actually think for awhile he 
had a baby snowman or snow pet.... A lot of day 
home providers stay inside and hibernate in the 
winter months. I often worry that as a single 
mother on a budget, I won’t be able to supply the 
children with all the materials and equipment 
that I want to supply to them as a caregiver.  
But I am learning that there is so much valuable 
play going on right here in my backyard with snow, 
sticks, rocks, and leaves! I can’t wait for next winter 
to do it all again! (Well okay, maybe I can wait—but 
I am excited for next winter all the same!)

Curriculum Connections
Making links to holistic goals.

Well-Being

Emotional Health and Positive Self-Identities 

Children develop a sense of self through

   developing recognition of self

   co-constructing their identities

   experiencing a growing sense of self-
confidence, self-respect and ability to  
take initiatives
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   being curious and questioning

   pursuing interests, passions and strengths

   persevering and persisting

Belonging

Children develop a sense of place through

   generating a shared repertoire of narratives 
and memories

Children build respectful and responsive 
relationships through

   developing cherished as well as  
casual friendships

   participating in group initiatives

Physical Health

Children explore body and movement through

   participating in a variety of physical activities 
indoors and out

Play and Playfulness

Playful Explorations and Problem Solving

Children learn about the properties of objects through

   playfully exploring and investigating the 
properties of objects

   experimenting with action and reaction, cause 
and effect

Children learn to negotiate the complexities of joint 
enterprises through

   making collective plans and decisions about 
their play

Children learn to employ creative approaches  
to identifying and working out practical  
problems through

   developing sustained and shared thinking

Our Snowman

   raising questions and making hypotheses 
about how and why things happen

Dizzy Play

Children take pleasure in being on the edge through

   playing at games of disrupting and  
restoring order

Children take pleasure in sharing the joy of 
laughter through

   clowning and physical humour

Communication and Literacies

Communicative Practices

Children form relationships through 
communicative practices by

   practising and playing with sounds

Children learn the conventions of their  
language through

   growing in their understanding of vocabulary

Diversity and Social Responsibility

Inclusiveness and Equity

Children engage in practices that respect  
diversity through

   learning about and participating in helping 
projects—locally 

Sustainable Futures

Children learn about natural resource development 
and manufacturing through

   making connections between raw materials 
and finished products

Children learn environmentally and socially 
responsible practices through

   participating in local restoration and 
regeneration projects 
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Curriculum Reflections
Considering implications for further learning  
and practice.

How does your conception of childhood and what it 
means to be a child influence your responses to the 
different identities children take on? Think about 
verbal and non-verbal expressions of affection, 
anger, shyness, frustration, risk-taking behaviour, 
independence, and forthright expressions. Think about 
how children respond to people, places, and materials. 
Consider how Sylvie’s listening and attention to the 
toddlers resulted in fixing the snowman.

How does your child care setting build relationships 
of trust between people? Think about how Sylvie 
responded to Derek’s game of “lift and roll”.

How do you provide ways for children to explore on 
their own, with peers, or with adults? Think about 
materials to act upon for cause-and-effect—open-
ended materials for in-depth investigations, children’s 
own interests, or questions.

How do you value and respond to physical and/or 
rowdy dizzy play? What is your comfort level and 
how does this affect the allowances you make for 
children’s physical play? Do you enable children to 
lead games, such as the “lift and roll” game Derek 
played with Sylvie.
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